Dear [Imperial Contracted Provider]:
This letter is to inform you that Imperial Insurance Companies, Inc.’s affiliate, HealthCosmos Medical
Group, LLC. has entered into an agreement whereby it will provide Medicare Advantage covered health care
services to licensed health care services organizations that operate in Arizona. To facilitate that arrangement,
Imperial has assigned its provider agreements to HealthCosmos. Thus, HealthCosmos will inure to the rights
and obligations set forth in the provider agreement you had previously entered with Imperial. The terms set
forth in your provider agreement with Imperial will remain the same, including the specific covered services,
the reimbursement rate, prior authorization, the termination provisions, and all other terms and provisions. In
fact, there will be no difference in your practice, clinic, or facility, including the services provided or the
amount of your reimbursement, resulting from the Imperial arrangement with HealthCosmos.
Regardless of the assignment, you will continue to have complete access to Imperial’s provider relations
staff, including being available to answer any of your questions or concerns. To the extent that you have any
immediate questions about HealthCosmos or the terms of your current agreement, please don’t hesitate to
contact Imperial at contracting@iictx.com or at 1-602-830-1830 (AZ) 1-725-500-5655 (NV) at your earliest
convenience.
As an Imperial provider there is nothing that you need to do relative to the HealthCosmos arrangement.
On January 1, 2022, members will begin to present an ID card, which will include HealthCosmos as the
assigned provider. The ID cards will identify HealthCosmos as the named provider. As before, please continue
to provide the same quality health care services and treatment to the [Scan] member. After the services are
provided, please continue to forward all claims and encounter data in the same fashion as before. To the extent
a prior authorization is required, please continue to use the same prior authorization process. In essences, the
same (i) authorization, (ii) payment, (iii)covered services processes remain the same in 2022 regardless of the
HealthCosmos arrangement.
To the extent that you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. We look forward to our
continued working relationship in 2022.
With best regards and continued good health,
Giuletta Rudon| Senior Manager Of Network Operations
contracting@iictx.com

